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COST ACCOUNTING

Time : Three Hours] [Maximum Marks:75

 


Note: Attempt all the five questions. One question
from each unit is compulsory. All questions
carry equal marks.

1/ Unit - 1

1. 

What is cost accounting? What is its nature and

scope?
P.T.O.
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OR



 

 

 

 

 



(i) 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

The particulars of A and B materials are as below:

Normal usage 10 units per week each

Minimum usage 5 units per week each

Maximum usage 15 units per week each
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Re-order Quantity A 60 units, B 100 units

Re-order periods A 3 to 5 weeks B 2 to  4 weeks

Calculate for each material-

i. Re-order level

ii. Minimum level

iii. Maximum level

iv. Average stock level.

2 / Unit - 2

2. 


Discuss the principle methods of wage payment and
explain any three of them.

/OR
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Compute machine Hour Rate for machine no. 85 from
the following data:

Cost of machine 11,000

Scrap value 1,000

Effective Life 10,000 hours

Repairs and maintenance for whole life 2500

Standing charges for shop 400

(for a month of 25 working days)
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No. of Machine in the shop 10

Working hours per day 8 hours

Power used per machine per month 75

Machine insurance 5% of depreciation

3 / Unit - 3

3. 
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The manager of a cooler manufacturing concern con-
sults you  as cost accountant as to the minimum price
at which he can sale coolers of the concern. The
concern's record show the following particulars for the
last year.

Production and Sales : 500 cooler

Material 

Direct wages 

Direct charges 

Works overhead 
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Officer over heads 

Selling overheads 

Profit 48,000

You ascertain that the 50% of the works overheads
fluctuate directly with the production and  60% of the
selling overheads fulctuate with sale. It is anticipated
that the department would produce 2500 coolers per
annum and that the direct labour charges per unit will
be reduced by 20% while fixed overheads charges
will be increase by 30,000. office overheads and fixed
selling overheads charges are anticipated to show an
increase of 25% but otherwise no charges are ex-
pected.

Prepare a statement  for submission to the manager
of the concern if the same percentage of profit is de-
sired as in past year.

/OR
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From the following information prepare contract
account

Contract price 

Work certified 
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Cost of work uncertified 

Cash received from contractor 

Material purchased 

Wages paid 

Plant sent at side 

Closing balance of plant 

Direct expenses 

Administrative expenses 

Material on hand at end 

Material returned 

Show also working progress in balance sheet.

4 / Unit - 4

4. 



I II III
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X Limited processes a patent material. The mate-
rial is produced in three grades figures relating to
production for the first six month of 2022 are as
follows

 Process I Process II        Process III

Raw material used  tonnes  

Cost per ton   
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Manufacturing wages

and expenses   

Weight loss % % %

Scrap sold at ton ton ton

Rs. 50 per ton

Sale price per ton   

Two third of first process and one half of second
process are passed to the next process and the
balance are sold of direct from process.

You are required to prepare process account.

/OR
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A Transport service company is running 4 buses be-
tween two towns which are 50 Km apart. Seating ca-
pacity of each bus is 40 passengers. The following
particular's were obtained from their books for April,
2021

Wages of driver's and cleaners 1400

Wages of conductor's 1000

Salaries of office staff 1200

Diesel oil and other oil 3800
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             Repairs & maintenance   900
Taxations & Insurance 1500
Depreciation 2600
Road license fee per year   500
Interest and other charges 1500
Actual passenger lorried were 75% of the seat-

ing capacity. All the four buses run on all day's of the
month. Each bus made one round trip per day. Find out
the cost per passenger Km.

5 / Unit - 5

5.        


 

  
  

(i) (ii) 
(iii)(iv)
(v). (vi). 
(vii). 

P.T.O.
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Mordern furniture Mart places before you the fol-
lowing trading result's :

Sales (Rs.) Profit (Rs)
2019 20,000 1000
2020 18,000    400

Find out the following : (i) P/V ratio   (ii). fixed
cost (iii).  Variable cost during the year's  (iv). Sale at a
profit of Rs. 1600   (v).  BEP  (vi). Margin of safety at a
profit of Rs. 1600  (vii). Profit when sales is Rs. 25000.

/OR

         



What do you understand by reconciliation statement
of cost account and financial account ? Explain the
main reasons for the difference in the net profit shown
by the two sets of account.




